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Aa tactical cummerbund

Download the 2015 tyres ® print catalogue. Download Now Regular Price $85.00 Sale Arguably, the most universal cummerbund on the market, we are pleased to announce the A and A Tactical, LLC SEACU-Cummerbund (Streamline Elastic Ammunition Carrying Unit) (pronounced as Sea Cucumber)
Capable of holding 4 AR mags or 4 sub-weapons (MP5) mags, which means no more changing cummerbunds or carriers depending on the type of weapons system you are running. Comes with left and right side. Those who run AR mags get even more ability- you can piggy back your handgun mags,
multitool, chemlights, etc. into separate sub-weapon slots while retaining your AR Mags. The AR slots are even big enough to fit a full-size CTS 7290 if you break! 4 inches wide and 24 inches long and attaches via hook and loop fasteners so you can easily replace your boring old cummerbund that came
with your carrier. Features- What makes the SEACU-Cummerbund different from most is its ability to take a wide assortment of magazines and tools. Everything from radio, AR mags, MP5 mags, multiools, chemlights. You name him, and there's a good chance he's wearing it. In its current configuration
seen in the images, this user chose to run AR mags in the rear slots, then handgun mags in the front slots. Front slots can accept and keep full-size MP5 mags as well! It's the only cummerbund that literally does everything! Made in the USA w/ a Lifetime Warranty Color/Pattern options: Multicam
Multicam Black Black Coyote Brown Ranger Green Black w/ Ranger Green (Black 4 inch elastic, RG everything else) Multicam Arid / Coyote Brown (only the Velcro shutters will be Arid/body section is Coyote Brown) M81 Woodland /Ranger Green (only the Velcro shutters will be M81/body section is
Ranger Green) - The specific Multicam cummerbund shown in the photos was a custom work that required an inverted magazine pouch. Normal Cummerbunds will come with all facing the same direction. Advance time: Due to a large influx of orders and delays from COVID-19 suppliers, there is a
minimum delay of 10 to 12 weeks. Regular price $90.00 Sale Arguably, the most universal elastic cummerbund on the market, we are pleased to announce the A and A Tactical, LLC SEACU-Cummerbund (Streamline Elastic Ammunition Carrying Unit) (pronounced as Sea Cucumber) V2 w/added bungee
retention. Each side is able to hold 4 ar mags w/ 4 gun magazines or 4 sub-weapons (MP5) mags, which means no more changing cummerbunds or carriers depending on the type of weapons system you are in execution. Comes with left and right side. Those who run AR mags get even more ability- you
can piggy back your handgun mags, multitool, chemlights, etc. into separate sub-weapon slots while retaining your AR Mags. The AR slots are even big enough to fit a full-size CTS 7290 if you break! Choose your type of carrier and account and FS Tubes add-on option. TO SELECT THE COLOR OF
THE TUBE, PLEASE PUT YOUR SELECTION IN THE NOTES SECTION AT THE CHECKOUT. Tube Color Options: - Black- Coyote Brown- Foliage Green- Tan499 Features- What makes the SEACU-Cummerbund different from most is its ability to take a wide assortment of magazines and tools.
Everything from radio, AR mags, MP5 mags, multiools, chemlights and gun magazines can fit into elastic slots. It's the only cummerbund that literally does everything! Made in the USA w/ a Lifetime Warranty Color/Pattern options: Multicam Multicam Black Black Coyote Brown Ranger Green Black w/
Ranger Green (Black 4 inch elastic, RG everything else) Multicam Arid / Coyote Brown (only Velcro flap and all that uses 1 strap will be Arid / body section is Coyote Brown) M81 Woodland / Ranger Green (only Velcro flap and all that uses 1 strap will be M81 / body section is Ranger Green) Additional
notes: - If you need more added cells, or a custom design, please don't hesitate! Advance time: Due to a large influx of orders and delays from COVID-19 suppliers, there is a minimum delay of 10 to 12 weeks. Seiten, die von der Seite mit Gefelt mir markiert wurden2.730 dasWe are what we do several
times. Excellence is therefore not an act, but a habit. FOCUS, AUTHENTICITY,... 1.215 dasAirsoft and Military Simulation related film and photography. 4.310 dasIf you are looking for a custom construction and want to be able to choose your tubes by hand and feel apart from ... Aktueller Beitrag der
SeiteHey guys and girls! Austin (the owner) here, it's been a while since you've been updated and I wanted to apologize from the bottom of my heart for neglecting some aspects of our customer service. After recovering from my accident and surgery on my fractured hip and broken shoulder, I went into
full blown completion mode and focused on just getting commands and not so much messages and emails. It was a big mistake since everything accumulated and quickly came to be too much to manage. To make matters worse, Jarrett, our sales manager, also ended up testing positive for COVID-19.
Fortunately, he is recovering very well and has been working remotely this year, so everyone here at the shop is not in danger. Because of these delays however, we have hired a few people to help not only with customer service requests, but also production as well. One of the people who assists in
customer service enquiries is called Austin. Sorry for any confusion this may have caused for those he reached out to or reached out to him. This year as a whole has been extremely difficult for our small business and dealing with the high influx of orders and supplier delays has been a nightmare. When
you combine that with accident and surgery, he did things here absolute hell. Fortunately, because this, we have streamlined production and completion and are completing an average of 12 to 15 orders per day. Wait times are likely to be high for a while, but I can assure you that we are working 24 hours
a day to get your orders through. We are not going anywhere and will continue to make equipment for those who demand the absolute best quality. For those of you who stay with us, thank you from the bottom of your heart for your patience and understanding. For those we have dropped or for those on
the fence on the use of our company, we are terribly sorry that you caught us in a difficult period and we can assure you that this is not a reflection of our company or the products as a whole.7.853 gef-llt dasFCD designs the human interface controls of the combat weapon. Our products embody the
function on form and form... 3.707 gef-llt dasHigh Performance Upgrades for Spiritus Systems, Crye Precision, FirstSpear, and More. Made in America. Hey all, had the chance to hang a Spiritus Overt front and covert back bag restocking yesterday. Have not been able to find any in stock cummerbunds
of Spiritus unfortunately. Looking around, I found this cummerbund of A and A Tactical, which looks like a very good option. Both elastic and Molle, and tubes that sound like all rage. The price looks good too. Does anyone have any experience with them? It was hard to find some kind of comments. Page
2Posted by6 months comments What other cummerbunds adapt to ferro slickster concepts? I want to take one of the full carriers, but they're almost never in stock, so I might just have to suck and get the base that doesn't include the cummerbund. EDIT: Other than javlin cummerbund, this price is a little
too steep for my taste hahaPage 2 comments
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